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Abstract 
Agreement of Peer and Teacher’s Perceptions  
of Aggression in Fifth-grade Students 
Carolyn Appleton, M.S. 




A large body of literature suggests the importance of examining certain high-risk 
behaviors, particularly aggression (overt/relational), as significant predictors of later 
outcomes as violence, substance abuse, and some forms of psychopathology.  The 
literature also shows that agreement on these high-risk behaviors is inconsistent across 
raters.  With social-cognitive theory forming its foundation, this study examined whether 
teacher-identified individual child-rater characteristics define the relationship between 
peer- and teacher-correlations on measures of overt and relational aggression.  
Additionally, prosocial behaviors were measured, as one potential contributing variable 
toward the aforementioned discrepancies.  Participants were fifth-grade, urban students 
from schools located outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Teachers and participating 
children completed rating scales to identify early high-risk (overt and relational 
aggression) and prosocial behaviors.  While lack of power limited ability to detect 
significance within the current sample, a review of the literature suggests that 
characteristics of the child-rater might influence the strength of correlations between 
teacher- and peer-ratings.  Trends reviewed suggest that children who display overtly 
and/or relationally aggressive behaviors rate their peers differently than do nonaggressive 
children.  Additional research with a larger sample size is needed to determine the true 
impact child-rater characteristics may have on their ratings of their peers.  
 
 1 
CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
According to past literature, aggression has become known as a high-risk social 
behavior (e.g., Ollendick, Weist, Borden, & Greene, 1992) due to significant correlations 
with various indices of maladjustment (Coie, Lochman, Terry, & Hyman, 1992; 
Huesmann, Eron, Lekowitz, & Walder, 1984; Parker & Asher, 1987; Prinstein & 
LaGreca, 2004; Rubin, Chen, McDougall, Bowker, & McKinnon, 1995).  Accurate 
classification of aggression is key to understanding how these behaviors correlate with 
variables of study such as social cognitive skills, as well as how they are associated with 
maladjustment.  In light of this fact, it is of concern that a large body of research reports 
substantial discrepancies when examining correlation coefficients between raters, 
especially between peers and teachers (e.g., Crick, 1996; Hudley, 1993; Ledingham, 
Younger, Schwartzman, & Bergeron, 1982; Tomada & Schneider, 1997).   
Inaccurate classification may contribute to smaller correlations between teachers 
and peers and the dependent variables being studied.  Inaccurate identification may 
ultimately stem from the way in which peer assessments are utilized and analyzed.  
Importantly, individual child-rater characteristics such as aggression (relational and 
overt) have been related to biases in cognitions (Dodge & Coie, 1987; Waldman, 1996; 
Quiggle, Panak, Garber, & Dodge, 1992) and alter an individual’s interpretation and 
memory of their social situations as well as of their peers’ behavior towards them (Coie, 
Dodge, Kupersmidt, 1990; Crick & Dodge, 1994; Rabiner, Keane, & MacKinnon-Lewis, 
1993).   
Given this, child-rater characteristics may color a child’s’ ratings of his/or her 
peers, thereby decreasing the agreement with teachers’ ratings and result in 
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misclassification of behaviors.  Therefore, missing from the current research is a more 
refined examination of individual child-rater characteristics (relational/overt aggression) 
and their effect upon peer assessments, especially in relation to the correspondence 
between peer- and teacher-ratings of children.  
The present study will examine the relationship between individual child-rater 
characteristics (relational and overt aggression) as identified by teachers and concurrent 
peer ratings of high-risk social behaviors in a sample of fifth-grade students.  This study 
will further examine the relationship between individual child-rater characteristics 
(relational and overt aggression) and the strength of cross-informant correlations between 
peer- and teacher-ratings.  More specifically, this study will examine the extent to which 
individual child-rater characteristics impact the relationship between peer- and teacher-
ratings of social behaviors.  Additionally, prosocial behaviors will be examined to 
determine any possible buffering effect they may have when displayed in the presence of 
negative, high-risk behaviors.  In this way, prosocial behaviors may be another variable 
serving to influence the effect that negative, high-risk social behaviors may have on peer 
and teacher discrepancies.  
With previous studies reporting correlations of peer- and teacher-ratings of 
behaviors, this study is the first of its kind to examine more closely how a child’s own 
behavioral style may influence his/her ratings of peers, which in turn may decrease inter-
rater reliability with teacher ratings.      
1.1 Assessment of Early High-Risk Behaviors 
Assessments of social behaviors focus on identifying specific behaviors displayed 
by each child within a given classroom.  Measures of social behavior often involve 
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asking the rater to either nominate a specified number of children within their class who 
display the operationally defined behaviors under investigation (Cassidy & Asher, 1992; 
La Fontana & Cillessen, 2002; DeRosier & Thomas, 2003), or to rate the existence or 
relative strength of each behavior as displayed by every other child within their class 
(Bukowski & Newcomb, 1985).  While several researchers (e.g., Coie, Dodge, & 
Coppotelli, 1982; DeRosier & Thomas, 2003) have used single statements to measure 
specific peer- or teacher-identified social behaviors among school-aged children, other 
researchers (e.g., Crick & Grotpeter, 1995) have used several statements, which combine 
to yield a larger factor pertaining to a specific behavioral construct.  Both types of 
measurement have been shown to have high reliability. Regardless of which type of 
measure is used, several researchers have stated the importance of including only 
behaviors measuring one construct rather than confounding the measure by including two 
potentially different subtypes of the behavior being measured (e.g., Coie et al., 1982; 
Rubin & Mills, 1988).  Holding true to the operational definitions of each construct, this 
study will use measures that combine several relevant statements about each high-risk 
behavior to yield a factor score consistent with each corresponding definition as outlined 
in this study.  
Assessments of social behavior have been conducted using peer- and teacher-
ratings and/or peer-nominations, either separately or jointly, and have typically been 
conducted and standardized within each individual classroom or school for later 
comparison with other classrooms or schools (e.g., Coie et al., 1982).  This study will 
also employ techniques similar to past research and described herein in order to make 
comparisons with existing studies while also diverging from past literature due to the 
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uniqueness of the questions being asked.  Additionally, while all studies standardize 
scores within classrooms or schools, they are combining the ratings of all children in the 
study.  The main goal of this study is to examine how each child perceives the behavior 
of their peers and whether their perception is based, in part, on their own behavioral 
characteristics. 
It might be asked why peer ratings are needed at all, and not just rely on teacher 
ratings alone.  The addition of peer ratings is important to the extent that they could add 
validation of teacher ratings, and possibly new information about those children being 
rated.  However, research that does include peer ratings, often show that peers and 
teachers do not agree about the behaviors of the children being rated.  Therefore the 
current research will use, and compare, the perspectives of multiple raters to determine if, 
in the current sample, teachers and children do in fact differ in their perspectives of 
common childhood social behaviors.   
1.1.1 Overt Aggression 
 Aggression, overall, has had a long and extensive history in the peer adjustment 
literature.  Findings from past research consistently show significant associations 
between this construct and later maladjustment (e.g., Coie et al., 1982; Laird, Jordan, 
Dodge, Pettit, and Bates, 2001; Rubin et al., 1995; Stattin & Magnusson, 1989).   While 
the current study will focus on overt aggression, which is operationalized for this study as 
including both physical and verbal forms of aggression that lead to actual or threaten 
harm to another (Crick, 1996; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995), much of the past literature has 
focused on only one aspect of this construct, namely physical aggression.  Findings on 
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physical aggression are relevant to this study in that this construct is not only part of overt 
aggression, but is also highly correlated with it (Huesmann et al., 1984). 
Previous research has consistently shown that physical aggression as defined by a 
single item, “starts fights,” is one of the strongest predictors of concurrent and later peer 
difficulties (e.g., Coie et al., 1982) as well as a strong predictor of school dropout, 
delinquency, and psychopathology (e.g., Huesmann et al., 1984; Parker & Asher, 1987).  
Burks, Dodge, Price, and Laird (1999) report that peer- and teacher-identified physical 
aggression measured at year 1 of their study, accounted for 45% of the variance in peer- 
and teacher-identified externalizing behaviors some six to nine years later.  Laird et al., 
(2001) utilized a path analysis and reported that externalizing problems at age five 
(parent-identified) significantly predicted externalizing problems (parent- and teacher-
identified) at ages six to nine (r = .58) and again at ages thirteen (r = .56) and fourteen (r 
= .50).  Huesmann et al. report significant correlations between physical aggression and 
verbal aggression (forms of overt aggression).  Specifically, Huesmann et al. report that 
peer-identified physical aggression measured at age eight is significantly associated with 
self-reported overt aggression at age thirty, regardless of gender (rs = .30 (boys), .16 
(girls), p < .001, .05, respectively).  Additionally, overt aggression has also been 
associated with concurrent and later peer difficulties as well as later criminal behavior 
(Huesmann et al.; Laird et al.; Moskowitz, Schwartzman, & Ledingham, 1985; Pope & 
Bierman, 1999; Rys & Bear, 1997; Stattin & Magnusson, 1989).  This construct is well 
defined and distinct from items measuring popularity or social likeability and is 
identifiable even amongst first-graders (Younger, Schwartzman, & Ledingham, 1985).  
Given that overt aggression, as measured in this study encompasses the construct of 
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physical aggression, and therefore a very strong predictor of later, more serious 
difficulties, accurate classification of children who truly display these behaviors is 
imperative. 
Another important analysis of overt aggression is how boys, compared to girls, 
manifest this behavior (Crick, 1997; Crick, Bigbee, & Howes, 1996; Crick & Grotpeter, 
1995; Giles & Heyman, 2005; Warren, Cheyne, Christie, Fitzpatrick, & Reid, 2003).  For 
example, using standard scores, Crick found a significant main effect for gender on overt 
aggression (F (1, 1164) = 177.4, p < .001), indicating that boys, identified by peers, were 
significantly more overtly aggressive than girls.  Crick and Grotpeter also report that their 
overtly aggressive group of third- through sixth-graders consisted mainly of boys (15.6% 
out of 27% identified as aggressive) as compared to girls (.4% out of 21.7% identified as 
aggressive).  It is therefore not surprising that a majority of studies examining physical 
aggression include only male subjects.  One study, though, conducted by Prinstein and 
LaGreca (2004), did include girls identified as physically aggressive in their analyses.  
They found that elementary school-aged girls with high levels of peer-identified physical 
aggression also had higher levels of self-reported substance use (including greater 
cigarette, marijuana, and alcohol use) as well as higher levels of risky sexual behaviors in 
adolescence.  While statistics from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention (OJJDP) indicate that there is a sharp rise in the rate of physical aggression 
among girls, girls have often been omitted from the aggression research because extreme 
overt aggression is still considered rare among girls (OJJDP, 2000).  In order to capture 
the true rate of aggression among girls, it is therefore important to consider another type 
of aggression shown more prevalent among girls, namely, relational aggression.  The 
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identification of relational aggression in girls allows for meaningful inclusion of girls in 
this genre of study. 
1.1.2 Relational Aggression 
Relational aggression is defined as “behaviors that are intended to significantly 
damage another child’s friendships or feelings of inclusion by the peer group” (Crick & 
Grotpeter, 1995, p. 711).  This type of aggression is more commonly found in girls than 
boys (Crick, 1997; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Crick, Grotpeter, & Bigbee, 2002; Crick & 
Werner, 1998; Giles & Heymen, 2005; Ostrov & Godleski, 2010; Rys & Bear, 1997; 
Warren, et al., 2003).  For example, Crick and Grotpeter found that out of 21.7% of third- 
through sixth-grade girls identified by their peers as aggressive, 17.4% were judged to be 
relationally aggressive.  On the other hand, of the 27% of boys identified by peers as 
aggressive, only 2% were judged to be relationally aggressive.   Therefore, in order to 
equally represent both genders in the assessment of aggression, it is important to include 
those behaviors that are employed more often by girls as well as those traditionally 
employed more often by boys (Crick, 1997; Crick et al., 2002; Crick & Werner, 1998).   
In terms of current and future behavioral adjustment, several researchers have 
found relational aggression to be significantly correlated to general maladjustment, peer 
difficulties, and some forms of psychopathology (e.g., Crick, 1997; Crick & Grotpeter, 
1995; Leff, Kupersmidt, & Power, 2003; Rys & Bear, 1997).  For example, Crick 
reported a significant main effect of adjustment on relational aggression, F (1, 1073) = 
8.5, p < .001, indicating that peer-identified relationally aggressive children compared to 
non-relationally aggressive children were rated as significantly more maladjusted by 
teachers.  Peers nominations have also shown relationships between relational aggression 
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and rejection regardless of gender.  For example, Rys and Bear found that both teacher- 
and peer-identified relationally aggressive children were rejected by their peers regardless 
of gender in both third and sixth grades.  These correlations were all significant at least at 
the .01 level. 
In sum, research shows that overt and relational aggression predicts concurrent social 
and emotional problems as well as later violence, substance abuse, unsafe sex, some 
forms of psychopathology, and school dropout (e.g., Coie et al., 1982; Crick & Grotpeter, 
1995; Huesmann et al., 1984; Parker & Asher, 1987; Williams, Fredland, Han, Campbell, 
& Kub, 2009)).  These specific behaviors are relatively stable throughout adulthood (e.g., 
Laird et al., 2001; Moskowitz et al., 1985; Younger et al., 1985) and can be identified by 
both teachers and early school-aged children.  Because of this stability as well as the 
predictive power of these behaviors to later, serious outcomes, it becomes imperative that 
accurate classification of children prone to aggression be identified.   
1.2 Rationale for Current Study 
 1.2.1 Disagreement in Ratings of High-Risk Social Behaviors 
As previously discussed, overt and relational aggression are considered to be 
high-risk behaviors due to their independent and combined associations with indices of 
concurrent and later maladjustment.  Based on prior findings, correlations between raters, 
such as peers and teachers, would be expected to show more consistency than has been 
reported.  In fact, there exist vast inconsistencies in the reported inter-correlations 
between peers and teachers when assessing both overt and relational aggression, as well 
as when examining the correlations between these constructs and other related constructs.   
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When examining correlations between raters for overt and relational aggression, 
researchers have found mixed results (e.g., Bukowski & Newcomb, 1985; Cassidy & 
Asher, 1992; Crick, 1996; Hudley, 1993; Hymel, Rubin, Rowden, & Lemare, 1990; 
Ledingham & Younger, 1985; Ledingham et al., 1982; Ollendick, Oswald, & Francis, 
1989; Tomada & Schneider, 1997).  For example, on the aggression construct:   
1. Ledingham et al. report rather high agreement among teachers and 
peers on overt aggression, in first, fourth, and seventh grades (r = .78, 
.83, .65, respectively).   
2. Similarly, Ledingham & Younger found that when employing strict 
criteria to form extreme classifications of overt aggression, peers and 
teachers showed an overall agreement of 65% in their ratings.   
3. Crick reported modest differences in peer and teacher correlations for 
third- through sixth-grade boys and girls on relational aggression (r = 
.57, .63, respectively); overt aggression (r = .40, .74, respectively). 
4. While still significant, Hymel et al. report somewhat smaller 
correlations between peer- and teacher-assessments for overt 
aggression in both second- and fifth-grades (r = .31, .47, p < .01, .001, 
respectively). 
5. On the contrary, Tomada & Schneider did not find any level of 
significance between peer- and teacher-nominations of relational or 
overt aggression for boys (r = .07, .05, respectively) and found only 
small significance for girls (r = .24, .25, respectively).   
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Researchers have also examined how accurate peers’ and teachers’ classifications 
of these high-risk social behaviors are based on correlating these behaviors with other 
associated variables.  Examples include peer- and teacher-sociometric status, peer 
rejection, self-reports, and behavioral observations.  However, these findings are also 
inconsistent (e.g., Hudley, 1993; Ollendick et al., 1989; Rys & Bear, 1997).   
6. In one study, Ollendick et al. analyzed the accuracy of teacher-reported 
sociometric nominations (e.g., overt aggression) from peer-reported 
same-sex sociometric nominations, self-reports, and behavioral 
observations in fourth-graders.  Based on their analyses, they report 
that only 21% of the overtly aggressive group was classified accurately 
using peer reports, 43% self-reports, and 41% when using behavioral 
observations.   
1.3 Potential Explanation for Discrepancies: Child-rater Characteristics 
 One potential explanation for the stated discrepancies between peer- and teacher-
reports on child characteristics may simply be due to the different behaviors children 
exhibit when in the company of their peers versus teachers (Hudley, 1993).  Another 
explanation may be the way peers who behave one way perceive peers who behave a 
different way.  Although not directly measured in the current study, this possibility may 
account for how youngsters rate the behavior of their peers.  According to Crick and 
Dodge’s (1994) reformulated social information processing model, it is speculated that 
children enter into all situations with a prior fund of knowledge.  This knowledge is based 
on the acquisition and accumulation of memories, those specific to the experience as well 
as any impressions or perceptions of them.  This knowledge coupled with a specific-to-
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situation emotional state (Huesmann, 1987) then interacts with the ability to accurately 
input and/or interpret incoming cues from the environment and then accurately recall 
them during future experiences.  The resultant behavior and impressions that are formed 
then serve to influence future input, processing, recall, and action.   
Biases in social information processing take place when children interpret peers’ 
behavior based on their past experiences and formed beliefs rather than one the cues 
present in the social situation (Rabiner et al., 1993).  Hostile attributional biases are the 
tendency to improperly infer that someone has purposely and maliciously wronged you.  
Stated more specifically, they are the “tendency to perceive hostile intent in others even 
when it is totally lacking” (Baron & Bryne, 1994, p. 463). 
 In general, studies have shown that elementary school-aged children identified as 
overtly aggressive, compared to non-overtly aggressive and average children, exhibit 
hostile attributional biases across many different situations (e.g., Dodge, 1980; Dodge & 
Coie, 1987; Dodge & Frame, 1982; Guerra & Slaby, 1989; Nasby, Hayden, & DePaulo, 
1980; Orobio de Castro, Merk, Koops, Veerma, Bosch, 2005; Orobio de Castro, 
Veerman, Koops, Bosch, & Monshouwer, 2002; Quiggle et al., 1992; Waldman, 1996).  
In addition to significantly more hostility in attributions, overtly aggressive children have 
also been reported to exhibit greater difficulty just discerning hostile from nonhostile 
intentions (Waldman, 1996).  Furthermore, overtly aggressive children have also been 
shown to make impulsive conclusions without acquiring or considering all relevant 
information regarding the situation (Dodge & Newman, 1981), to more often use their 
own recalled knowledge rather than the cues given (Dodge & Tomlin, 1987), and to have 
a greater recall for hostile/antisocial statements/constructs (Burks et al., 1999; Dodge & 
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Newman, 1981).  These findings are consistent with those speculated by Crick and 
Dodge (1994) in that the frequent negative experiences of overtly aggressive children 
may lead them to more quickly attend to, encode, and recall similar negative experiences.  
For example, in an ambiguous situation, an overtly aggressive child may perceive the 
intentions of someone who bumps into them as hostile, while a nonaggressive child 
would conclude he can’t tell if the other child meant to bump him or not.  Furthermore, 
findings show that overtly aggressive children may have attended to the hostile cues 
significantly more because it was a closer fit to their past memories, experiences, and 
expectations that may have made them more easily recalled (Dodge & Newman, 1981; 
Dodge & Tomlin, 1987).   
Based on the above research, frequent, negative experiences may form the beliefs 
that children bring to new situations, which in turn may negatively affect their social 
acceptance into their peer group, as well as their future behavior towards their peers.  
While significant findings have been reported in the peer beliefs literature that are 
consistent with those reported in the social information processing literature, this is a new 
line of research and correlations are relatively low, ranging from -.36 to -.12, depending 
on which measure of maladjustment was used.   
 Several studies on both social information processing biases and negative peer 
beliefs lend support for the hypotheses presented below (e.g., Burks et al., 1999; Dodge 
& Newman, 1981; MacKinnon-Lewis, Rabiner, & Starnes, 1999).  For example, Burks et 
al. reported that middle-school-aged children, who exhibited externalizing behaviors, as 
assessed via teachers and peers, were more likely to define their peers using antisocial 
constructs.  They were also less likely to use prosocial constructs and in fact, overall, had 
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a greater recall for hostile/antisocial statements/constructs.  These researchers surmised 
that overtly aggressive children were more likely to define their worlds in a more 
negative way, possibly to the exclusion of a more positive, prosocial way.  Lochman 
(1987) examined self- and peer-perceptions of aggression and report that of the fourth- 
and fifth-grade boys identified by teachers as overtly aggressive, 50% attributed higher 
aggressive behavior to their nonaggressive partners during a dyadic conflict task, as 
compared to 17 % of the nonaggressive subjects towards their aggressive partners.  These 
findings are consistent with Dodge and others who have examined hostile attributional 
biases.  Hostile attributional biases have been found in overtly and relationally aggressive 
children (Dodge, 1980; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Harrist, Zaia, Bates, Dodge, & Pettit, 1997; 
Orobio de Castro et al., 2005; Orobio de Castro et al., 2002; Quiggle et al., 1992; 
Waldman, 1996).  These studies confirm a tendency for children identified as aggressive 
(overt or relational) to incorrectly attribute hostility to their same-aged peers under 
situations in which there was no reason for such an attribution to be made and this effect 
is larger as the aggressive behavior was rated with increased severity. 
While biases in social information processing and negative peer beliefs may be 
potential contributors to the discrepancies between peers and teachers, it may also be 
partially accounted for by differences in perceptions (based on individual child-rater 
characteristics) of the same behaviors that are being assessed.  It may be that for overtly 
and relationally aggressive children, the accuracy with which they fill out these 
assessments may be marred by their experiences and their biases/negative peer beliefs 
that are inherently part of that knowledge base that they bring to every situation.  If this is 
the case, and given that much of the research on overt and relational aggression have 
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been conducted in classes that have varying numbers of students with aggressive 
behaviors, it would be prudent to analyze the types of ratings all children give to their 
peers and examine the patterns that may lead to a misclassification of social behaviors 
when using children as raters. 
Additionally, while almost all of the studies reviewed here used information 
solely garnered through peer assessments as the criteria for classifying children for 
research purposes, it is important to consider the actual utility of these types of measures.  
First, since actual referral for supportive services in school comes from teacher reports, it 
would be beneficial to have another way to confirm the need for services.  Peer 
assessments, starting at age 10, begin to be as equally valuable, and possibly more 
accurate, than the assessments and reports of adults.  Therefore, it is important to 
understand what is effecting the agreement between peer and teacher assessments of 
these high-risk behaviors under study.  Second, research measuring the relationship 
between associated variables and aggression (overt/relational) may be compromised if 
aggressive ratings are inaccurate.  Third, there may be a personal cost to being 
mislabeled, and fourth, there is a cost to society in terms of creating and providing 
potentially unnecessary treatment for misidentified children. 
In sum, levels of concordance between peer- and teacher-ratings of overt and 
relational aggression remain inconsistent.  While several reasons may exist for the 
aforementioned discrepancies, child-rater characteristics may also contribute to the lack 
of concordance in ratings of these early high-risk behaviors.  Specifically, the 
identification of aggressive characteristics in a child may impact the way in which he/she 
rates another child on these same behaviors.     
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1.3.1 Potential Contributing Variable: Prosocial Behaviors 
 In addition to aggressive behaviors that may contribute to how a child rates 
his/her peers, another potentially relevant contributor, which may in fact confound 
classification of aggressive behaviors, is whether or not some children display a 
combination of overt or relational aggression and positive, prosocial behaviors.  
Prosocial behaviors include individual characteristics such as being a good leader, 
doing nice things for or helping others, and trying to help others feel better when sad 
(Crick & Werner, 1998).  Operationally defined in this way, it has been found to be 
characteristic of certain groups of children (accepted/popular) identified by peers and 
teachers.  Several researchers (Eron & Huesmann, 1984; Haselager, Cillessen, 
VanLieshout, Riksen-Walraven, & Hartup, 2002; Ladd & Profilet, 1996; Ollendick et al., 
1989; Vitaro, Gagnon, & Tremblay, 1994) have also reported both positive correlations 
with, or predictions of, later indices of adjustment (popularity, leadership, 
occupational/educational status) as well as negative correlations with, or predictions of, 
later indices of maladjustment (peer rejection, aggression, criminal convictions, 
psychopathology) .  For example, Eron and Huesmann report that prosocial behaviors at 
age eight were positively related to popularity (r = .35, p < .001) and leadership (r = .40, 
p < .001) at age nineteen, and negatively related to social failure/success at age thirty (r = 
-.20, respectively, p < .001).  Haselager et al. report that prosocial behaviors were 
negatively correlated with peer rejection as well as peer-identified overt aggression 
among middle-school children and this correlation held over a five-year period.  Finally, 
Eron and Huesmann report that low levels of prosocial behaviors at an early age were 
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negatively correlated with criminal convictions twenty-two years later, regardless of 
gender. 
Consistent with the above-mentioned correlations, studies also reveal that a large 
majority of children identified as overtly aggressive tend to display very few, if any, 
prosocial tendencies/characteristics (Cassidy & Asher, 1992; Parkhurst & Asher, 1992).  
In fact, Farmer et al. (2002) report that teacher-identified samples of overtly aggressive 
first-grade children exhibited significantly lower levels of teacher-reported prosocial 
behaviors in kindergarten as compared to non-problem children. 
1.3.2 Potential Contribution of “Controversial” Children   
While most children identified as overtly aggressive are shown to display low 
levels of prosocial behaviors (Haselager et al., 2002), there is a small group of children 
who display equally high levels of both characteristics.  Coie et al. (1982) classified these 
children as “controversial” since they exhibit characteristics at both ends of the spectrum.  
Bukowski and Newcomb (1985) report that, based on same-sex peer-ratings, third-, 
fourth-, and fifth-grade boys and girls classified as controversial received more variable 
scores on sociometric scales; some peers rated them as best friends and others rated them 
as least-liked.  DeRosier and Thomas (1983) report that these children who fall in the 
“controversial group” are seen as “strong leaders” among their peers.  In fact, the level of 
perceived leadership in the controversial group was not significantly different from the 
group of children classified as “popular.” 
Researchers examining aggression and rejection found that only 50% of children 
identified by peers as physically aggressive in elementary school were also identified as 
rejected (Bierman, Smoot, Aumiller, 1993; Coie, Terry, Lenox, & Lochman, 1995).  
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Consistent with this, Framer and Rodkin (1996) report that some overtly aggressive 
children are in fact popular.  While there are fewer children that fall under this category, 
researchers have started to consider these children as distinctly different than other 
groups of children (aggressive-only) and therefore having very different future outcomes 
(Bukowski & Newcomb, 1985).   
If not for the measured presence of prosocial behaviors (e.g., leadership), 
controversial children would be classified as aggressive-only.  Furthermore, children who 
are both prosocial and overtly aggressive may have different attributions than children 
only identified as overtly aggressive and may rate peers differently than overtly 
aggressive-only children.   
Because children identified as both prosocial and aggressive may be at less risk 
for concurrent and future maladjustment and peer difficulties, perhaps because of built-in 
empathy, it is important to account for the potential for prosocial behaviors to trump 
aggressive ones in relation to how they rate other children (Eron & Huesmann, 1984; 
Coie et al., 1982; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; and Parkhurst & Asher, 1992).  For example, 
Eron and Huesmann report that compared to eight-year-old boys who were overtly 
aggressive-only, those who also showed prosocial behaviors were less likely to display 
aggression ten- to twenty-two years later.  Prosocial boys were also less likely to be 
rejected twenty-two years later whether or not they also showed overt aggression.   
For girls, the impact of prosocial behaviors on aggression was different.  If 
aggression was present at an early age, even with a high frequency of concurrent 
prosocial behaviors, later aggression as well as peer and school difficulties were 
predicted ten- and twenty-two years later (Eron & Huesmann, 1984).  Crick and 
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Grotpeter (1995) examined prosocial and both relational and overt aggression.  They 
reported a significant interaction of gender and relational aggression on prosocial 
behaviors with F (1,486) = 8.8, p < .01.  Specifically, within the relationally but not also 
overtly aggressive group, girls identified by peers were viewed as significantly more 
prosocial as compared to relationally aggressive boys not also identified as overtly 
aggressive, or boys and girls identified as both overtly and relationally aggressive.   
The research reported regarding teacher- and peer-rating discrepancies and the 
introduction of relational and prosocial behaviors as potential variables affecting those 
















CHAPTER 2: THE CURRENT STUDY 
The current study is designed to better understand the discrepancies between peer- 
and teacher-ratings of behaviors, important because current classifications of child 
behaviors are used for research and clinical purposes.  This study will investigate how the 
behaviors of children can influence a child’s rating of another child’s behavior.  That is, 
do aggressive children (overt and/or relational) rate children whose behavior is more 
ambiguous (as rated by the teacher in the middle of the aggression scale) differently than 
children rated by the teacher as either very aggressive or non-aggressive.   
2.1 Hypotheses 
2.1.1 Rationale for Preliminary Hypothesis 
 First, it is important to determine that in the current sample there is indeed a 
discrepancy between peer- and teacher-ratings of children’s behavior.  If a discrepancy 
does exist, the preliminary hypothesis will set the stage for examining a new dimension 
of the child-rater, the behavior of the children themselves - - a dimension that may help 
explain why differences between peer- and teacher-ratings exist.   
 Based upon the research described above, preliminary hypotheses for this study 
are:  
2.1.2 Preliminary Hypotheses 
1. a.  There will be a low to moderate correlation between teacher- and peer-
ratings of overt aggression in boys. 
1. b.  There will be a low to moderate correlation between teacher- and peer-
ratings of relational aggression in girls. 
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2.1.3 Rationale for Primary Hypotheses 
 The hypotheses below were designed to represent previously described literature 
that recognizes that overt and relationally aggressive children are more likely to perceive 
ambiguous behaviors as more aggressive than do nonaggressive children.  They also 
represent literature that describes how prosocial behaviors may affect how children 
perceive the behavior of others. 
2.1.4 Primary Hypotheses 
1. The strength of the original correlation between teacher- and peer-ratings will  
       increase when taking into account teacher-identified aggression (relational  
       and overt). 
                   a. Teacher-identified overtly aggressive boys will rate more peers   
                  within their classrooms as overtly aggressive than non-overtly aggressive  
                   boys.  
b. Teacher-identified relationally aggressive girls will rate more peers 
within their classrooms as relationally aggressive than non-relationally  
                   aggressive girls. 
2. The correlation between teacher- and peer-ratings, taking into account 
teacher-identified aggression (overt and relational), will be affected by the 
presence or absence of teacher-identified prosocial behaviors.  
a. Teacher-identified overtly aggressive boys who also display teacher-
identified prosocial behaviors will rate their peers as less overtly 
aggressive than teacher-identified overtly aggressive boys who do not also 
display prosocial behaviors.   
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Because the literature is unclear about how relationally aggressive girls with 
prosocial behaviors rate others’ behaviors, it is intended to see if this study can contribute 






















CHAPTER 3: METHOD 
3.1 Procedures 
3.1.1 School and Subject Recruitment 
School and IRB approval, parental permission, teacher consent, and child assent 
were obtained prior to the start of this study.  Initial approval was sought from the 
Superintendent of the targeted district.  Four schools in this district were selected based 
on the percentage of their student body that was eligible for free and/or reduced lunches.  
Schools chosen (indicating a lower socioeconomic status within the community) had 61-
80% of their student body as eligible for free and/or reduced lunches and for this reason 
were selected for inclusion in this study.   
Principals of the selected schools were contacted and presented with a summary 
of, and benefit for, the current research.  Principal approval rate for school inclusion in 
the study was 100%.  After principal approval was obtained, teacher consent, parent 
permission, and child assent were also obtained.  Principals of the selected schools 
provided a list and contact information of the fifth-grade teachers within each school.  
Nine teachers were contacted by phone and/or email and a face-to-face meeting was set 
up.  All nine teachers signed consent to participate and were provided with packets 
(including approval letter from the principal and superintendent, parent cover letter, two 
copies of the permission form, and standard district opt-out forms) to send home with 
their students and handed to their parents.  A total of 210 parent packets were distributed 
throughout the nine classrooms.  If interested, the parents called the graduate researchers’ 
Go-phone to set up a meeting or phone consultation to discuss the permission forms.  
After two weeks, the teachers sent home a reminder letter with their students regarding 
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the procedures for participation in the study.  Teachers verified parent signatures.  After 
two additional weeks, child assent was sought for those children with parent permission.  
Children met individually with the graduate researcher to discuss the assent form and ask 
questions if needed.  Children provided verbal and signed assent.   
3.2 Participants 
Fifth-grade students and teachers were recruited from three urban, public 
elementary schools in the surrounding Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area serving groups of 
lower socioeconomic status.   
Three schools participated in this study, which included six fifth-grade teachers 
(ages 25 to 47), five Caucasian and one African American.  In addition, of the two 
hundred and ten parents who were solicited for participation, thirty-six parents sent back 
permission forms and all of those parents also verbally agreed to allow their child to 
participate in the study, thereby granting full permission.  The overall parental permission 
rate for this study was 17%.   
During individual interviews with the 36 children that were given parent 
permission to participate, 100% of the students gave assent and were then included in the 
data collection process.  Therefore the current sample included 36 fifth-graders (13 boys, 
36%; 23 girls, 64%) between the ages of 9 and 12 years and represented the following 
ethnic groups: 33 African American (11 boys, 22 girls; 92 %); 3 Other, Not Hispanic (1 
boy, 2 girls; 6 %).  Overall, within the selected school district, the gender breakdown is 
reported as being approximately 53% male and 47% female and the racial breakdown as 
being 92% African American, 6% Other.  Given the gender and racial breakdowns of the 
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current sample, it can be suggested that it is more representative in terms of race than of 
gender with regards to the larger sample from which it was drawn.   
It is also noted that while the percentage of aggressive children in this study is 
relatively small (15% of boys being overtly aggressive and 26% of girls being 
relationally aggressive), these percentages are similar to other research identifying 
aggressive school-age children.  As one example, Crick (1997) found that of a larger 
sample of 1,166 participants (578 boys, 588 girls), 22% of the boys were identified as 
overtly aggressive and 18% of the girls were identified as relationally aggressive.    
While most research in this area has utilized consent procedures whereby parent 
permission is assumed unless they actively decline their permission (i.e., passive 
consent), the Drexel University IRB insisted upon both written and verbal permission.  In 
addition, the IRB required a written statement in these forms suggesting that this might 
pose greater than minimal risk to their child.  These procedures involved a more onerous 
consent process typically utilized and may account for the overall low participation rate 
for this sample.  In fact, to illustrate the impact of this consent process, no parents from 
the fourth selected school signed consent forms that would have allowed their child to 
participate in this study.   
3.2.1 Rationale for using urban school samples   
As Parker & Asher (1987) point out, studies using school samples, in general, 
may yield findings that can be more widely generalized due to minimal inclusion-
exclusion criteria, which also speaks to the fact that school samples are representative of 
a majority of children.  Additionally, factors associated with aggression are more 
prevalent within urban populations (Buka, Stichick, Birdthistle, & Earls, 2001; Coie et 
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al., 1982; Coie & Jacobs, 1993; David & Kristner, 2000; Graham, Hudley, & Williams, 
1992; Hudley & Graham, 1993; Hughes, Meehan, & Cavell, 2004; William, J. R., 
Fredland, N., Han, H-R., Campbell, J. C., & Kub, J. E., 2009) and therefore these 
children may be more at risk.  
3.2.2 Rationale for using fifth-graders 
Several studies have shown that while both overt and relational aggression are 
identifiable by children as young as three to five years old (e.g., Giles and Heyman, 2005; 
Younger and Boyko, 1987; Younger et al., 1985), these behaviors are not fully 
differentiated from other behaviors such as social withdrawal until approximately age 10 
(Younger et al., 1985).  Additionally, Dodge, Murphy, and Buchsbaum (1984) have also 
looked at how younger and older school-aged children perceive prosocial behaviors.  
Consistent with the findings on negative behaviors, these researchers report that for the 
construct of prosociality, older school-aged children were better able to discern the 
intentions of others, as compared to younger children.  Finally, fifth-grade children are 
entering a developmental period where peers begin to impact not only their self-concept 
but also their social understanding as much or more than do the opinions of adults 
(Berndt, 1992).  Therefore, gathering peer assessments from fifth-grade children may 
provide possible reasons for the lack of agreement with teacher assessments.  
3.3 Measures 
3.3.1 Peer Measure of Social Behaviors 
Peer Rating Scale – Adapted from the Children’s Social Behavior Scale – Peer 
Form (CSBS-P, Crick, 1996; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Crick & Werner, 1998)).  Child 
participants were given a peer rating measure adapted from that originally developed by 
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Crick and her associates.  Thirteen items taken from the Crick scale assessed overt and 
relational aggression, as well as prosocial behaviors.  Three items assessed overt 
aggression (e.g., “Someone who hits, pushes, or says mean things”), five assessed 
relational aggression (e.g., “Someone who tells their friends they will stop liking them 
unless the friends do what they say”), and five assessed prosocial behaviors (e.g., 
“Someone who does nice things for others”).  However, the method of identifying 
behaviors in this study differed from the Crick study.  Crick asked children to name three 
classmates who fit the description of each behavioral item (the nomination technique).  In 
order to test the primary hypotheses in this study, it was necessary to obtain information 
about how a child perceives every child of the same-sex, not just the top three, which 
would have been obtained with the nomination technique.  Children rated each peer as 
very often/always, sometimes, or hardly ever/never displaying the characteristic in each 
item (See Appendix A).      
Psychometric properties of the original measures show high reliability and 
validity of the constructs in this measure.  Crick and her associates (Crick, 1996, 1997; 
Crick et al., 1996; Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Crick & Werner, 1998) have reported high 
reliabilities for all factor scales within a sample of third- through sixth-grade boys and 
girls.  These researchers have reported high internal consistency for the relational 
aggression, overt aggression, and prosocial scales (alphas = .83, .94, .91, .92, 
respectively).  Additionally, Crick (1996) reported a 4-week test-retest reliability for both 
the relational and overt aggression scales (r = .82, .90, respectively).  This measure was 
created and normed using public school samples with European-American children as a 
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majority.  This measure has not been cited in Crick’s work as being used with minority 
children in urban schools.   
3.3.2 Teacher Measure of Social Behavior 
Teacher Rating Scale, a slightly modified version of the Children’s Social 
Behavior Scale – Teacher Form (CSBS-T).  Teachers were given a teacher rating measure 
originally designed by Crick (1996) as a companion measure to the CSBS-P (Peer Rating 
Scale) to assess overt and relational aggression, as well as prosocial behaviors in children 
(see Appendix B).  Fifteen of the seventeen original items of the CSBS-T were used in 
this study.  Of these items, seven assessed relational aggression, four assessed overt 
aggression, and four assessed prosocial behaviors.  The scoring of the items using a 5-
point Likert scale ranged from 1 = Never True to 5 = Almost Always True.   
Psychometric properties were found acceptable.  Specifically, Cronbach’s alpha 
was computed for the relational and overt aggression, and prosocial subscales and 
showed high internal consistency of each (alphas = .94, .94, .93, respectively).  Short- 
(one-month) and long-term (six-month) stabilities were also reported for each subscale 
and were found to be significant for both boys and girls, with correlations ranging from 
.56 to .93. 
3.4 Administration of Materials 
On the day of testing, children in attendance were separated based on permission 
and assent.  In two of the schools, children able to participate in the study were removed 
from class and taken to a smaller, private location to fill out the rating scales.  Children 
not able to participate in this study remained in their classrooms with their teachers.  In 
the final school, children able to participate in this study remained in their classroom with 
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their teacher and those without permission to participate were placed in a nearby room 
until the study was completed.  In each school, before the children were removed, the 
researcher told the students that, “Some kids would be participating in an activity looking 
at common school behaviors and some kids would not.”  In each school, children not 
participating in the study were permitted to finish schoolwork needing completion or 
given free time until the completion of the study.  In each classroom, and prior to the 
administration of the rating scales, participating children were reminded about the 
purpose of the study, that there were no right or wrong answers, as well as the importance 
of confidentiality.  Students were asked not to discuss their answers with other peers 
during or after the completion of the study.   
Students were given a tri-fold poster board to be placed on their desks and blank 
cover sheets to be placed over their papers to maintain confidentiality of answers.  
Students were then supplied with a packet of rating scales that included 13 pages of 
questions with one behavior per page.   
Names of participating students were randomized across packets to help increase 
confidentiality of information during administration.  Code numbers were also assigned 
to each child to help with confidentiality of information after administration.  Children 
received packets with names of only same-sex peers who were participating in the study-- 
that is, boys rated only boys and girls rated only girls.  They were asked to answer 
questions about how the observe the behaviors of their classmates participating in the 
study.  On top of each page was an example of a common behavior observed by fifth-
grade school children (e.g., who is a good leader, hits or pushes others, yells or calls 
others mean names, etc).  Each child was asked to think about the behavior at the top of 
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the page and about his/her experiences with each classmate on their list.  They were then 
asked to check the appropriate box on the rating scale (very often/sometimes/hardly ever) 
that fits with each name.   
Rating scales were group-administered within each classroom.  Instructions for 
each of the 13 pages of the rating scale were read aloud along with an example of each 
item on the scales to ensure better understanding of each question.  All students sat at 
their desks and completed the rating scales at the same time.  Students worked at their 
own pace to complete their packets, with the average time for each class being 30 
minutes to complete.  The graduate researcher circulated around the room to ensure 
confidentiality and answer any questions.  As students completed their packets they were 
asked to turn them over on their desks until they were collected.  At the end of the study, 
students were debriefed and allowed to discuss any feelings of discomfort related to their 
participation.  Students were again reminded of the importance of keeping their responses 
confidential and not discussing them with any other peers in their school.  While student 
participants completed their rating scales, teachers also completed rating scales 
measuring identical constructs.  Teachers rated each participating child in their classroom 
on all relevant constructs under investigation, as well as reporting their own gender and 
ethnicity, with an average time for each teacher being 30 minutes.   Teachers received 
$1.00 for each rating scale they completed.   
At the end of the study, all students returned to their classrooms and the entire 
class was given a brief pizza party.  During the pizza party, and as time allowed, the 
graduate researcher engaged the class in a brief conversation about college, at their 
request.  This activity/discussion was not considered part of the study but used as a 
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distraction activity for all students.  Students in each classroom were engaged in this 
discussion during the length of the pizza party.   
After the administration of the rating scales was complete, all names were 
separated from all forms (student and teacher), leaving only code numbers to ensure 
confidentiality of participants after completion of the study. 
3.4.1. Rationale for using same-sex ratings 
Kupersmidt, DeRosier, and Patterson (1995) have shown that most children of 
this age are engaged in same-sex friendships almost exclusively, and George and 
Hartmann (1996) reported that 86 to 94 percent of fifth- and sixth-grade friendships were 
of the same sex.  Additionally, same-sex nominations were used based on prior evidence 
that children as early as kindergarten exhibit negative biases in their ratings of cross-sex 
peers which continues to increase with age (Hayden-Thomson, Rubin, and Hymel, 1987).  
Hymel and Asher (1977) report that elementary school-aged children more often 
nominate only same-sexed peers during assessments.  In addition, previously cited 
researchers have found that girls are more often rated as displaying relational aggression 
and boys are more often rated as displaying overt aggression (e.g., Crick, 1997; Giles & 
Heyman, 2005; Ostrov & Godleski, 2010).  Therefore, the introduction of two types of 
aggression being gender-specific (relational aggression in girls and overt aggression in 






CHAPTER 4: METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
4.1 Preparatory Analyses 
Prior to evaluating the hypotheses developed for this study, descriptive statistics 
were computed to examine the characteristics of the sample. Distribution charts of means 
and standard deviations for each factor score were created for both peer and teacher 
factor scores and separated by gender (see Table 1).  The data were reviewed both 
graphically and statistically to check to check the assumptions of a t-test prior to 
conducting the analyses.  Only violations will be reported. 
While Crick (1996) did not create the CSBS-P for minority children nor were peer 
ratings used to determine the reliability and validity of the measure, ideally a factor 
analysis would test the contribution of each item to the original factor scores.  However, 
due to the low sample size a factor analysis was not conducted.  Implications of this are 
discussed in the discussion section.  
4.1.1 Power Analysis 
Assuming a medium effect size, alpha = .05, and power = .80, 85 subjects for a 
Pearson correlation and 64 subjects per group for an Independent sample t-test would be 
necessary for this study.  Given the unanticipated small total number of subjects obtained, 
this study is more exploratory in nature and therefore in some cases trends will be 
explained and results will be interpreted in that light. 
4.1.2 Scoring Methods for Peer- and Teacher-ratings 
 Derived from Crick’s factor scores (see Crick, 1996), the sum of items within 
each factor determined which category a child fell into (e.g., overt aggression [OVA], 
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relational aggression [RA], prosocial behaviors [PSB]).  Categories were created 
separately for peer- and teacher-ratings.   
While much of the past research has used standardized peer-nomination factor 
scores for classification purposes, this study will offer a rationale against this method.  
Based on the previously described literature defining attribution bias, it is suggested that 
relying on scores which combine all peer ratings together may dilute any effects that a 
child’s behavioral style may have on their own ratings of their peers.  To address this 
issue, children were separated into “extreme groups” based on teacher perceptions of 
aggression and then groups were compared on how they rated children that were 
identified by their teacher as displaying average levels of aggression.  More specifically, 
children identified by their teacher as displaying the highest level of aggression (overt for 
boys and relational for girls) were compared to those children identified by their teacher 
as displaying the lowest aggression, in terms of how they rated the behavior of those 
children falling between these two groups. 
The following scores were used for the preliminary hypotheses that examined 
whether there was overall agreement between how teachers and peers rated the behaviors 
of students within the classroom: 
Teacher ratings.  First, individual ratings were summed and standardized (using 
means and standard deviations) within each classroom for each item.  All children were 
used in the standardization process since the teacher rated all children in the class.  
Second, standard scores for each item within each factor (OVA, RA, PSB) were then 
summed and averaged for each child.  For example, the OVA factor was composed of 
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summing the standard scores from questions 3, 6, 9, and 12 (see Table 2 for items under 
each factor).  This yielded an average Teacher score for each factor for each child.   
Peer ratings.  First, individual ratings were summed and standardized within 
each classroom by gender.  Ratings were standardized by gender because boys rated boys 
and girls rated girls.  Second, standard scores for each item within each of the factors 
(OVA, RA, PSB) were then summed and averaged for each child.  For example, the 
Overt Aggression factor was composed of summing the standard scores from questions 2, 
10, and 12 (see Table 2 for items in each factor).  This yielded an average child-rated 
score for each factor.  This score was based on how the behavior of each child was 
perceived by all same-sex children within their classroom.  
Note: Standard scores (based on means and standard deviations) were obtained for both 
teachers and peers to allow for comparison across classrooms. 
For the primary hypotheses answering questions based on how individual groups 
of children perceived the behavior of their same-sex peers, the following scores were 
used: 
Teacher ratings.  Means and standard deviations for the average teacher factor 
scores (OVA, RA, and PSB) were computed, as described above, and used to determine 
which children were placed in the aggressive (OVA, RA), middle (M), or nonaggressive 
(N-OVA, N-RA) groups (see Table 3).  The criteria for each group used in the primary 
analyses are as follows:  
1. Relationally Aggressive Group (RA) – scores .75 SD or more above the mean 
on the relational measure, girls only. 
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2. Overtly Aggressive Group (OVA) – scores .75 SD or more above the mean on 
the overt measure, boys only. 
3. Nonaggressive (N-RA & N-OVA)- scores more than .75 SD below the mean 
on each measure of aggression, relational aggression for girls and overt 
aggression for boys. 
4. Middle Group (M)– scores less than .75 SD above the mean and also less than 
.75 SD below the mean on each measure of aggression, relational for girls and 
overt for boys.  
5. Prosocial Group (+PSB) – scores greater than or equal to the mean on the 
prosocial scale, separated by gender. 
6. Non-Prosocial Group (-PSB) – scores below the mean on the prosocial scale, 
separated by gender. 
The criteria to be classified into aggressive, middle, and nonaggressive groups 
was modified from more traditional criteria (made less strict) which uses + 1 standard 
deviation units away from the mean.   The modification of the criteria (+ .75 SD) created 
additional subjects within the aggressive and nonaggressive groups, which allowed a 
discussion of trends between the proposed groups of children.   
Peer ratings.  In contrast to the preliminary hypotheses, average standard scores 
for each factor were obtained by each child in the aggressive and non-aggressive groups 
on every child they rated in the middle (M) group (e.g., Child 1’s average rating, in 
standard units, of Child 3 on the Overt Aggression Factor).  This yielded an average 
factor score (OVA, RA, PSB) for how each child in the two extreme groups rated every 
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other same-sex peer in his or her class falling in the average range of aggression and with 
permission to participate.   
The number of children falling into each category for both peer and teacher 
ratings is described in Tables 7 & 8. 
4.1.3 Rationale for using ratings of a “middle group” of children 
Based on prior research, children more accurately interpret behavior among 
highly aggressive and nonaggressive peers rather than the ambiguous behavior of those 
children falling in between these two extreme groups.  As stated, the behavior of a 
“middle group” may be more ambiguous and therefore open to individual interpretation.  
Ambiguous behavior has been interpreted as hostile in hypothetical situations by certain 
groups of children (i.e. Dodge & Coie, 1987; Waldman, 1996).  This study seeks to 
examine if those behaviors that are deemed more ambiguous in nature are seen as hostile 
by certain groups of children in real situations.  Aggression with and without prosocial 
behaviors was also examined. 
Note:  In all analyses examining child-rater characteristics (i.e. overt and relational 
aggression or prosocial behaviors), children were classified into groups using the teacher 
ratings and partially modeled after methods utilized in past research with these constructs 
(e.g., Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).  While previous research classified overtly aggressive 
children as those who were not also relationally aggressive, and similarly, relationally 
aggressive children who were not also overtly aggressive, the small sample size recruited 




4.2 Preliminary Hypotheses 
Pearson Correlations were calculated, for boys and girls, for the preliminary 
hypotheses to examine if a relationship exists between the teacher- and peer-variables of 
Relational Aggression, Overt Aggression, and Prosocial Behaviors. 
Partial Correlations were also conducted, separately for boys and girls, to 
determine if the relationship between several pairs of variables remained stable while 
statistically removing the contribution of a third potentially-related variable.  For 
example, the correlation between peer OVA and RA was re-examined after statistically 
controlling for the effects of teacher OVA, RA, and PSB, in separate analyses.  Teacher 
OVA and RA correlations were also re-examined after controlling for peer OVA and RA, 
separately.  Variables chosen for these partial correlations were based on the gender of 
the sample.  For example, for boys, peer and teacher OVA, as well as PSB, factor scores 
were controlled for in each analysis.  For girls, peer and teacher RA, as well as PSB, 
factor scores were controlled for in each analysis.  
4.3 Primary Hypotheses 
Independent sample t-tests were conducted to evaluate the primary hypotheses 
examining group differences between overtly aggressive and non-overtly aggressive boys 
and relationally aggressive and non-relationally aggressive girls.  Specifically, for boys, 
an independent sample t-test was used to determine if significant differences exist 
between overtly aggressive and non-overtly aggressive ratings of boys identified in the 
“middle group” on that factor.  In a similar fashion, for girls, an independent sample t-test 
was used to determine if significant differences exist between relationally aggressive and 
non-relationally aggressive ratings of girls identified in the “middle” group. 
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Due to the decreased power of the above t-tests, trends in the data using group 
means will be discussed.  Additionally, Pearson correlation coefficients were conducted 
to determine if a relationship exists between the following variables for each of the 
extreme groups: Teacher OVA-Peer OVA and Teacher OVA-Peer N-OVA as well as 
Teacher RA-Peer RA and Teacher RA - Peer N-RA.   
For the second primary hypothesis examining if teacher-identified overtly 
aggressive boys who also display prosocial behaviors (OVA+PSB) rate the middle group 
of peers as less overtly aggressive than teacher-identified overtly aggressive boys who do 
not also display prosocial behaviors (OVA-PSB), statistical testing was not conducted.  
The lack of children in the OVA+PSB group made statistical examination via a t-test 
impossible.  Additionally, due to the low sample size within the OVA-PSB group (n=2), 
trend analysis outside a comparison of the means was also meaningless.  
As mentioned earlier, the literature does not widely discuss relationally aggressive 
girls who do and do not also display prosocial behaviors.  Therefore, no hypothesis was 
formulated but such analyses could add significantly to the current study.   Unfortunately, 
due to the lack of children in the RA+PSB group, potential trends were examined among 
the children displaying high levels of relational aggression and low but varying levels of 
prosocial behaviors. 
Finally, given the exploratory nature of this study, RA in boys and OVA in girls 
was examined.  First, a t-test was conducted to examine if differences exist between OVA 
girls and N-OVA girls on their ratings of perceived overt aggression in girls that fell in 
the middle group.  Second, a t-test was conducted to examine if differences exist between 
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RA boys and N-RA boys on their ratings of perceived relational aggression in boys who 























CHAPTER 5: RESULTS 
5.1 Preparatory Analyses 
The total sample size for this study was 36 (13 males & 23 females).  
Assumptions of a t-test were met for all variables hypothesized for this study.   
5.2 Preliminary Hypotheses 
 Our prediction for a low to moderate correlation between Teacher OVA-Peer 
OVA and Teacher RA-Peer RA (comprised of average ratings of all peers) was supported 
for boys but not for girls (See Table 3).  For boys, the correlation between Teacher OVA 
and Peer OVA was low as well as not significant (r  = .18, p = .55). A confidence interval 
was computed to determine where the population correlation might reasonably fall: 95% 
C.I. = -.41 to +.67.  In contrast, for girls, the correlation between Teacher RA and Peer 
RA was high and significant (r  = .76, p < .001).  Again, a 95% confidence interval was 
computed and indicated that, for girls, the population correlation would reasonably fall 
between +.51 to +.89. 
Pearson correlations among all variables revealed that several of the factors were 
highly related.  Partial correlations were conducted to determine if the correlations 
between several pairs of variables would remain stable while also statistically controlling 
for a third related variable based on gender (See Table 4).  Significant positive 
correlations between Peer OVA/RA as well as Teacher OVA/RA remained stable despite 
attempts at statistically controlling other factor scores.  For example, for boys, the 
correlation between Peer OVA/RA while controlling for Teacher OVA was: r = .83, p = 
.001.  A similar pattern was seen for girls while controlling for Teacher RA, with r = .72, 
p < .001.  When controlling for Teacher PSB, the correlations between peer variables for 
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both groups again remained significant (r (boys) = .83, p = .001 and r (girls) = .71, p < 
.001).  The correlations between Teacher OVA/RA, while controlling for Peer OVA (for 
boys) and RA (for girls) in separate analyses were: r (boys) = .66, p = .02; r (girls) = .52, 
p = .01.  Interestingly, when controlling for Teacher PSB, there was a difference between 
groups.  For boys, the correlation between Teacher OVA/RA remained significant (r = 
.88, p < .001).  For girls, however, the significance between these variables was lost (r = 
.26, p = .25).  This indicates that when teacher-ratings of prosocial behaviors in girls were 
statistically held constant, the relationship between teacher-ratings of overt and relational 
aggression ceased to be significant.   
5.3 Primary Hypotheses 
1. a.  A t-test was conducted for boys to determine whether differences exist 
between Peer OVA (n = 2) and Peer N-OVA (n = 3) groups on their ratings of the middle 
group.  Extreme groups were formed based on teacher ratings and whether they were + 
.75 standard deviations from the mean within each factor score.  Scores used for this 
analysis were each child rater’s average score of all middle children they rated.  For 
example, child # 3’s scores of two middle children were summed and averaged to create 
an average rating of aggression for that child.  Scores were compiled in a similar fashion 
for each child in both extreme groups.  No significance was found: t (3) = -.22, p = .84, 
indicating that there were no differences between the two groups’ ratings of the behavior 
of the middle group of boys.  The mean for the overtly aggressive group = .14, with a 
range of scores between -1.08 and +1.28 and the mean for the nonovertly aggressive 
group = .02, with a range of scores between -1.08 and +1.70 (see Table 5).  The mean of 
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the teachers’ ratings on the middle boys = .08, with a range of scores between -.28 and 
+.48. 
Pearson correlations were conducted between the variables measuring overtly 
aggressive and nonovertly aggressive groups and the teacher on their ratings of the 
middle group of boys.  Scores used for this analysis were an average rating that all 
extreme children gave to each middle child they rated.  For example, scores from Child  
#24 and #25 (OVA group) were summed and averaged for Child #12 (middle group).  
Scores for the rest of the extreme groups of children were used in a similar fashion to 
create average scores for all middle children (N = 8).  These average scores were then 
correlated with the teacher’s ratings of each middle child.  Correlations revealed no 
significant relationships between either Teacher OVA-Peer OVA (r = -.32, p= .54) or 
Teacher OVA-Peer N-OVA (r = -.64, p = .09) variables (see Table 6). 
1. b.  A t-test was conducted for girls to determine if differences exist between 
RA (n = 7) and N-RA (n = 8) groups on their ratings of the middle group.  Extreme 
groups were formed based on teacher ratings and whether their ratings were + .75 
standard deviations from the mean of each factor score.  Scores used for this analysis 
were each child rater’s average score of all middle children they rated.  For example, 
child # 7’s scores of two middle children were summed and averaged to create an average 
rating of aggression for that child.  Scores were compiled in a similar fashion for each 
child in both extreme groups.  No significance was found: t (13) = 1.10, p = .29, 
indicating that there were no differences between the two groups’ ratings of the behavior 
of the middle group of girls.  The mean for the relationally aggressive group = -.33, with 
a range of scores between -1.19 and 1.19 and the mean for the nonrelationally aggressive 
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group = .02, with a range of scores between -.79 and +1.61 (see Table 5).  The mean of 
the teacher’s ratings on the middle children = -.08, with a range of scores between -.55 
and +.41. 
Pearson correlations were conducted between the variables measuring relationally 
aggressive and nonrelationally aggressive groups and the teacher on their ratings of the 
middle group of girls.  Scores used for this analysis were an average rating that all 
extreme children gave to each middle child they rated.  For example, scores from Child # 
6 and # 10 (RA group) were summed and averaged for Child # 2 (middle group).  Scores 
for the rest of the extreme groups of children were used in a similar fashion to create 
average scores for all middle children.  These average scores were then correlated with 
the teacher’s ratings of each middle child.  Correlations revealed no significant 
relationships between either Teacher RA-Peer RA (r = .43, p= .28) or Teacher RA-Peer 
N-RA (r = -.15, p = .73) variables (see Table 6). 
2.  The proposed comparisons between OVA+PSB and OVA-PSB groups of boys were 
not conducted, nor were trends examined due to the lack of boys in these groups.   
Although not formally hypothesized, data were examined to determine if 
prosocial behaviors buffer the effects of relational aggression on girls’ ratings of their 
peers within the middle group.  Similar to the boys, of the seven girls that were identified 
as RA by their teacher, none also had prosocial ratings above the mean and therefore 
comparisons using t-tests were impossible.  Upon individual inspection, though, girls in 
this group were perceived by their teachers as displaying varying amounts of RA.  A 
Pearson correlation was conducted to determine if a relationship existed between the 
variables Teacher RA and Peer RA.  Scores used for this analysis for the Peer RA 
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variable were each child’s average rating of the middle children.  For example, Child #6’s 
ratings of two middle children were summed and averaged to create an average Peer RA 
score for each child.  This score was then correlated with the teacher’s RA score for 
Child # 6.  Scores for the rest of the girls falling in this group were created in a similar 
fashion and used in this analysis.  No significance was found: r = -.14, p = .77, indicating 
no relationship between the two variables.   
Exploratory statistics were also conducted to determine if differences existed 
between boys displaying RA versus N-RA and girls displaying OVA versus N-OVA on 
their ratings of the middle group of children (girls for girls and boys for boys). 
Independent sample t-tests were conducted and revealed no significant differences for 
either girls or boys: t(14)=.12, p = .91 and t(9) = 1.05, p = .32, respectively.  The means 
for both girl and boy groups were in the same direction (OVA = -.26, N-OVA = -.22 and 












CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION 
6.1 Purpose of the Study  
 Dodge’s research on hostile attribution biases and aggressive behavior formed the 
foundation of this study.  The preliminary and primary hypotheses were based on the 
assumption that overtly aggressive boys and relationally aggressive girls would likely 
have hostile attributional biases, which would then impact their perceptions of their 
peers’ behavior.  The often cited low to moderate correlations between peer- and teacher-
ratings of both relational and overt aggression may then be due to the common practice in 
peer research of combining all peer ratings before conducting analyses.  Additionally, it 
was assumed that these biases would lead both boys and girls to more often rate 
ambiguous behavior observed in their peers as aggressive.   This was the first study of its 
kind to attempt to determine if a child’s own level of relational or overt aggression might 
impact their perceptions of their peers’ behavior and therefore serve to strengthen the 
correlations between peer- and teacher-ratings of aggression.   Prosocial behaviors were 
also examined in an effort to determine if these behaviors might buffer the effects of 
aggression and therefore impact children’s perceptions of aggression in their peers.   
6.2 Summary of Findings 
This study was based on the premise that correlations between peer- and teacher-
ratings would be low to moderate when all same-sex peers across classrooms were 
included in the ratings.  Our prediction for the preliminary hypothesis of a low to 
moderate correlation between teacher- and peer-ratings, when using all same-sex peers 
for the peer rating score, was partially supported.  For boys, as hypothesized, there was a 
low correlation between the variables measuring teacher and peer overt aggression.  
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Other correlations, such as those variables measuring boys’ ratings of overt and relational 
aggression as well as teachers’ ratings of overt and relational aggression were significant.  
This indicates that, for boys, while there was consistency within raters, there was not 
consistency across raters when all boys’ ratings were included in the peer variables.  
Importantly, the low correlation across raters indicates that the way boys as a whole 
perceived other boys did not match how teachers also saw those same boys when all 
same-sex peers were included in the analyses.  Although power to detect significance was 
very low for boys, the relationship between these variables was even lower than 
hypothesized.  Although overt aggression is reportedly the most visible form of 
aggression studied and a low correlation is unusual, several studies have also shown 
correlations to be at the low end (e.g., Tomada & Schneider, 1997).   
Additionally, for boys, partial correlations revealed that the relationship between 
both forms of aggression (overt and relational) as rated by peers and teachers remained 
stable and significant despite attempting to statistically control for related variables (overt 
aggression and prosocial variables).   
For girls, there was a highly significant correlation between the variables 
measuring peer and teacher relational aggression when all other girls were included in the 
analyses.  Other correlations, such as those between the variables measuring girls’ ratings 
of overt and relational aggression, teachers’ ratings of overt and relational aggression, 
and both types of aggression (overt and relational) and prosocial behaviors for both 
teachers and girls were also significant.  This indicates that, for girls, there was 
consistency within and across raters when all girls’ ratings were included in the peer 
variables.   
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The significant correlation between the variables measuring peer- and teacher-
ratings on relational aggression suggest that as teacher ratings of relational aggression 
increased, peer ratings of relational aggression also increased when comparing the same 
girls.  While there has been debate regarding the accuracy of reporting relational 
aggression, Crick (1996) reported that teachers, like peers, are also accurate reporters of 
this factor.  This supports the higher correlations found in the current study between these 
two variables.   
Furthermore, the significant positive correlations between the variables measuring 
teacher overt and relational aggression indicate that teachers rated the same girls as 
displaying both types of aggression.  A significant positive correlation was also found 
between the peer overt and relational aggression variables, indicating that peers rated the 
same girls as displaying both types of aggression.  Past researchers examining variables 
measuring both overt and relational aggression also found high correlations (Crick & 
Grotpeter, 1995).   
Additionally, for girls, partial correlations revealed that the relationship between 
both forms of aggression (overt and relational) as rated by peers and teachers remained 
stable and significant despite attempting to statistically control for related variables 
(relational aggression and prosocial variables) with one exception.  When controlling for 
the teacher prosocial variable, the relationship between teacher overt and relational 
aggression ceased to be significant indicating that prosocial behaviors, or lack thereof, 
may have been more salient to teachers when also considering a child’s rating of 
relational or overt aggression.   
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For our predictions to answer the more refined questions pertaining to teacher-
rated child-rater characteristics (overt and relational aggression and prosocial behaviors) 
as potential influences on the low correlations between peer and teacher variables there 
were some findings as well as basic trends in the predicted direction.   Results should be 
interpreted with caution, though, as most comparisons between the two extreme groups’ 
(aggressive and nonaggressive) ratings on those children identified in the “middle group” 
involved very few children in each of the extreme groups (see Tables 7 & 8).  
It was predicted that overtly aggressive boys would rate the behavior of boys in 
the middle group as more aggressive than nonovertly aggressive boys.  While no 
significant differences were found between the two groups on their average ratings of the 
children in the middle group, examination of the means between the two groups revealed 
that there was a potential trend for overtly aggressive boys to rate the middle boys as 
slightly more overtly aggressive than the non-overtly aggressive group.    
In terms of prosocial behaviors, for girls, there was a strong negative correlation 
between average teacher prosocial factor scores and average teacher relational aggression 
scores.  This indicates that the higher teachers rated a girl on the relational aggression 
factor, the lower they rated them on the prosocial factor.  While statistical significance 
was also not found for the boys, the correlation was in the moderate range and in the 
expected direction (a negative relationship).  These findings are consistent with past 
research, which report that most children identified as aggressive display very few, if any, 
prosocial characteristics (Cassidy & Asher, 1992; Parkhurst & Asher, 1992).   
Also, for our predictions to answer the more refined questions pertaining to child-
rater characteristics (overt and relational aggression and prosocial behaviors) as potential 
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influences on the low correlations between peer- and teacher-variables, there were some 
findings as well as basic trends in the opposite direction.     
Despite the potential trend for overtly aggressive boys to rate middle boys as 
slightly more overtly aggressive than the nonovertly aggressive group, neither group 
tended to be any more similar to the teacher than the other.  In fact, when further 
examining the data on the extreme groups for boys, there was a negative, but not 
significant trend between both peer variables and the teacher.  This indicates that boys, 
regardless of which extreme group they were classified into, rated the behavior of the 
middle group in opposite ways than the teacher. 
It was predicted that relationally aggressive girls would rate the behavior of girls 
in the middle group as more aggressive than the nonrelationally aggressive girls.  
However, no significant differences between the two extreme groups on their average 
ratings of the children in the middle group were found.  In fact, means of both groups 
revealed potential trends for relationally aggressive girls to rate middle girls as less 
relationally aggressive than nonrelationally aggressive girls.  Nonrelationally aggressive 
girls’ ratings were also closer to the average teacher rating of the middle children.  
Further examination of the data revealed that while not significant, there was a strong, 
positive correlation between the variables measuring teachers’ and relationally aggressive 
girls’ ratings of the middle group.  However, there was a low, negative correlation 
between the variables measuring teachers’ and nonrelationally aggressive girls’ ratings of 
the middle group.  This indicates that not only was the relationship between the 
relationally aggressive girls and the teachers variables stronger, but their ratings were 
also more similar.  For example, when the teacher rating of relational aggression 
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increases for a certain middle child, the corresponding peer rating for that same child also 
increases.  For the nonrelationally aggressive group, when the teacher rating of relational 
aggression increases for a certain middle child, the corresponding peer rating for that 
same child decreases. 
This study did not detect any children that were identified as aggressive and also 
as displaying a high level of prosocial skills as found by Coie et al. (1982) when 
examining social behaviors of “controversial” children.  In fact, the relationally 
aggressive girls rated by their teacher as displaying higher prosocial skills (although still 
below the mean within their classroom) tended to rate children in the middle group of 
girls as less relationally aggressive as compared to girls with much lower prosocial 
ratings. 
For the exploratory statistics examining overt aggression in girls and relational 
aggression in boys, no significant differences were found in either group as compared to 
their nonaggressive group on their ratings of the middle groups of children.  Trends were 
examined using the group means.  For girls, although in the same direction, differences 
between the means were so small that no trends can be discussed between overtly 
aggressive and non-overtly aggressive girls on their ratings of the middle peers.  For 
boys, although in the same directions, there was a slight trend for relationally aggressive 
boys to less often rate the middle group of peers as relationally aggressive than the non-
relationally aggressive boys. 
6.3 Possible Explanations for the Results  
Regarding the preliminary hypothesis, the correlations between teachers and peers 
were very different, with the boys’ being very low and girls’ being very high.  While the 
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finding was not in the hypothesized direction for the girls, one possible explanation for 
this high correlation may be that the teachers were also female.  To the extent that gender 
differences may exist, it is possible that perspectives of girl raters and female teachers 
might be more similar than that of boy raters and female teachers.   
Another possible explanation for the high correlations between teachers and girls 
may be found in the literature describing gender differences and nonverbal behaviors.  
Results from this area of research consistently show that females are better at reading 
nonverbal cues than males (see Hall, 1984, and McClure, 2000 for reviews).  Therefore, 
if girls, in general, are better apt to detect cues in others, their ratings may be more 
accurate than boys’ ratings and therefore correlate higher with teacher ratings.   
Regarding the primary hypothesis, it is possible that lack of significance of the 
primary hypotheses is due to the fact that attributional bias is not the explanatory factor 
explaining the preliminary hypothesis predicting low correlations between peer- and 
teacher-ratings  - - at least in boys.   
 However, before discarding the hypothesized child-rater characteristics to explain 
low correlations in boys between teachers and peers, the results may be due to the 
limitations of this study.   
6.4 Limitations 
First and foremost, the low sample size, possibly due to rigid requirements for 
inclusion in the study, directly decreased this study’s ability to detect significance of the 
primary hypothesis for boys, as well as to interpret the results. While a sufficient sample 
size was available for correlations across classrooms (supporting the preliminary 
hypothesis), ratings of peers within classrooms ranged from one child rating two children 
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to two children rating six children, for boys (See Figure 1).  Although the high correlation 
between girls’ and teachers’ ratings suggests overall agreement on the specific behaviors 
studied, the small sample size still suggests possible difficulty with interpretation (See 
Figure 2).  For girls, ratings of peers within classrooms ranged from two children rating 
two children to three children rating three children.  The trends in this study, mentioned 
above, support this as a possible reason for the lack of findings and perhaps a larger 
sample size would have lead to significance of these particular hypotheses.   
Also, if a larger sample size had been obtained, more sophisticated statistics could 
have been performed.  For example, a multiple regression was considered using peer and 
teacher correlations as the dependent variable and regressing child-rater characteristics 
(aggression and prosocial behaviors) and gender on it.  Another consideration was 
conducting a correlation between each child and teacher’s average correlation and that 
child’s own behavioral characteristic to determine if the correlation increases.  T-tests on 
average percents of ratings as well as chi-square analyses on who was rating whom were 
also considered and abandoned due to the small number of children within each group 
after separating out for gender as well as after classifying them into aggressive and 
nonaggressive groups.  For example, in terms of who is rating whom, as seen in Figure 3, 
the majority of ratings were compiled by children who were rated as falling in the middle 
of each factor.  The limited number of children as rated by both teacher and peers in the 
extreme groups impeded our comparison of these two groups and limited our ability to 
describe the finer distinctions between them and the potential link to peer- and teacher-
discrepancies on these high-risk behaviors. 
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Furthermore, the low sample size may have also made significant correlations 
meaningless as they may be a mere artifact of the small sample and not be present if a 
larger sample is obtained.  Therefore, all results need to be interpreted with extreme 
caution. 
The need of obtaining active consent by face-to-face contact of the parent calling 
the investigator for participation in this study, directly lead to a decreased level of 
participation from parents which may have lead to sampling bias (Leuptow, Mueller, 
Hammes, & Master, 1977).  To further support the potential for sampling bias, LaGreca 
and Silverman (1993) report that children without permission are typically those that 
have increased levels of aggression and parents of minority children are less willing to 
allow their children to participate in research than parents of Caucasian children.  While 
this procedure was required to make sure parents were fully informed about the risks and 
benefits of participation in this study, it might have swayed already “cautious” parents 
away from giving their child permission.  Researchers (Hayvren & Hymel, 1984) have 
shown that instructions similar to what was given here are acceptable and that while 
children may discuss positive ratings they made, they do not discuss negative ratings.  
These researchers reported that they received no reports of distress or negative 
interactions after similar questionnaires/instructions were employed.  In addition, Iverson, 
Barton, and Iverson (1997) report that while some children in their sample of fourth- and 
fifth-graders did discuss their study, no child reported being hurt or teased because of the 
questionnaires used and that using the procedures employed here did not ensue harm 
greater than that which a child might deal with normally.  As these researcher reported, 
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no child reported to their teacher or principal that they suffered negative consequences as 
a result of participating in this study.   
It is also possible that significance was not found due to teacher ratings being 
inaccurate.  Within the teacher rating scales, the behaviors underlying relational 
aggression may be subtler and not often displayed in the presence of the teacher.  
Therefore, ability of the teacher to detect these behaviors may be limited.   
Furthermore, it is also possible that the inaccuracy of teacher ratings could have 
lead to the significance that was found in the preliminary hypothesis for the girls.  Given 
that overt and relational aggression were highly related within raters and since overt 
aggression is a more easily observed, both teachers and peers may have rated a child’s 
level of overt aggression rather than relational aggression leading to the high correlations 
between teacher and peer variables.    
Additionally, Ledingham and Younger (1985) report that it is possible that teacher 
ratings could be biased based on a child’s academic performance.  For example, these 
researchers report that teachers may rate children with higher academic success as less 
aggressive. 
The peer ratings scales could, in fact, lack validity.  If aggressive children are less 
trusting of people and/or their motives (Rabiner et al., 1993), they may purposefully 
under-report aggression ratings so as not to incur trouble on themselves.  In contrast, non-
aggressive children may be more willing to disclose this type of information about their 
peers without fearing being rejected by peers or rebuked by teachers.  It could also be that 
aggressive children are less aware of others’ intents or that they do not care about others 
or their behavior and therefore are less accurate reporters of their peers’ behaviors.  
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Another possible explanation for the current findings may be that aggressive 
children are “desensitized” to aggressive behavior and may normalize it and therefore not 
be as accurate reporters as non-aggressive children.  In the same vein, non-aggressive 
children may be the ones that are overly sensitive to acts of aggression and therefore 
over-report it in their peers.  
 The wording and number of items that teachers and peers were rating were not 
identical and did not make for ease of comparisons across ratings.  For example, a 
different number of items that went into each factor.  No factor analysis was performed 
so it is unclear if the items are measuring what they are purported to measure in this 
population of children.   
In addition, the way in which the ratings were collected was different across 
raters.  Teachers rated each child in the study on a variety of behaviors thereby creating a 
possible tendency for those ratings to all converge around a certain prototype or 
“schema” of that child as compared with how the children rated their peers (e.g., one 
behavior at a time).  However, if this were a serious issue, high correlations between 
teachers and girls would not have been found.   
Although teacher ratings for all students within a classroom were standardized; 
they were not standardized separately by gender.  In any case, standardization within 
gender was not possible for the teacher ratings due to the small number of boys rated per 
classroom (see Tables 7 & 8).       
Alteration of the standard classification of extreme groups was employed in this 
study to be more inclusive and therefore allowed a larger number of children into the 
extreme groups for comparison.  This may have altered the results and decreased both the 
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internal validity of the study and the external validity of the results.  Ledingham & 
Younger (1985) found that using more stringent criteria increased the rate of agreement 
between peers and teachers on ratings of aggression.   
Past studies using the measures designed by Crick and her colleagues to rate 
social behaviors have been used with predominantly white European-American children 
and not used largely with minority children in urban schools.  The sample used in this 
study was composed of 100% ethnic minority children.  Boxer, Musher-Eizenman, 
Dubow, Danner, and Heretick (2006) report significant differences in levels of aggression 
between urban and suburban schools.  Specifically, they found that teachers in urban 
schools reported significantly more aggression in their students, t(220)=-4.30, p<.01.  As 
a result, this measure may not be a reliable measure of the constructs under investigation 
for this specific population of children.   
Racial and social class differences between the children and the teachers may also 
have contributed to the lack of support for the primary hypotheses.  This may be 
especially relevant because the majority of teachers were Caucasian and middle class 
while the majority of children were African American.   
6.5 Future Research  
Research has consistently shown that overt and relational aggression are high-risk 
indicators of concurrent and future maladjustment (e.g., Huesmann et al., 1984; Ollendick 
et al., 1992; Parker & Asher, 1987, for reviews).  Researchers commonly utilize peer- and 
teacher-measures to identify and group children into behavioral categories for research 
purposes—often used to study relationships between behavior and other variables (e.g., 
social cognition).  Every child’s score is combined in these analyses regardless of past 
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research stating that a child’s own behavioral style may impact the way in which he/she 
perceives the behavior of another child (Coie et al., 1990; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Crick & 
Dodge, 1994; Quiggle et al., 1992; Rabiner et al., 1993; Waldman, 1996).  Given this, 
child-rater characteristics may color a child’s’ ratings of his/or her peers, thereby 
decreasing agreement with teachers’ ratings of similar behaviors.  Past studies do show 
lack of concordance between raters, especially between peers and teachers (e.g., Crick, 
1996; Hudley, 1993; Ledingham et al., 1982; Tomada & Schneider, 1997) and may be 
partly due to combining ratings from children identified as overtly or relationally 
aggressive and peers not displaying those behaviors.  This lack of concordance decreases 
the value of using peer ratings for referral for services.  Our study revealed trends that 
warrant further research.   
It is possible that the lack of support for the primary hypotheses may be due to the 
peer measure itself. Therefore, the first step for future research is to validate the peer 
rating scale as used in this study.      
It is also possible that lack of significance within subgroups is due to the small 
sample size.  Therefore, the next step would be to obtain a larger sample size to 
determine if these hypotheses could be supported. 
If the hypothesis of hostile attributional biases were to be supported with a larger 
sample size, then it would be worthwhile to add more sophisticated measures of direct 
and independent observations and actual individual testing of a children’s attributional 
biases to determine if those children who are both aggressive and have hostile attribution 
biases are, in fact, more likely to rate differently.  Direct observation may also serve to 
strengthen the teacher ratings of social behaviors.  In prior research, Ollendick et al 
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(1989) found that employing direct observation increased the accuracy of ratings of 
aggression as compared to teacher ratings alone.  
In addition to direct observation to increase the accuracy of teacher ratings, it may 
be important for future studies to compare the current teacher rating scale employed in 
this study with a modified teacher rating scale more similar to the peer rating scale.  By 
using two scales that rate behaviors in children the same way, it may serve to decrease 
the method variance that may have impacted the findings of the current study. 
Future studies should explore the differences between extreme groups of children 
but employ the more standard classification criteria combined with a larger sample size to 
increase the ability to generalize findings to other groups. 
In addition to attribution bias, another possible child characteristic that could 
predict peer ratings is family expressiveness.   Another explanation for the low 
correlations, at least in boys, may be related to family environment and cognitive skills, 
specifically the ability to encode/decode nonverbal behaviors.  The ability to encode is 
“to act out or display feelings, reactions, intentions, and attitudes” and the ability to 
decode is “noticing another’s cues, forming impressions, interpreting the meanings of 
expressions, and evaluating feedback from his or her own behaviors” (Knapp and Hall, 
2002, p. 92).   Halberstadt (1983) found that family expressiveness impacts the ability to 
encode/decode non-verbal behaviors of others.  For example, in a sample of 19 college 
students, Halberstadt found that in a family of highly expressive parents, children become 
better encoders and are able to more easily express their emotions.  In contrast, in a 
family that does not have expressive parents, the children become better decoders and are 
able to more easily read the nonverbal cues/behaviors of others.  From this research we 
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can infer that children who are better decoders may be able to discriminate and be 
sensitive to the facial expressions of others and therefore may be better able to determine 
whether another’s behavior is aggressively motivated or not.  Therefore, family 
environment may add additional insight into how children develop specific cognitive 
skills, which may then impact how they perceive the behavior of their peers. 
While not statistically supported in this study, prosocial behaviors may indeed 
alter perceptions and/or ratings of aggression in one’s peers for both girls and boys.  
There was a trend reflecting that aggressive children (both boys and girls) who also were 
rated as displaying some prosocial characteristics tended to rate their peers as lower in 
overall aggression than those aggressive children not also displaying prosocial behaviors.  
Past researchers have found that for both boys and girls, prosocial behaviors predicted 
less peer rejection as well as later aggression (Eron and Huesmann, 1984; Crick and 
Grotpeter, 1995; Parkhurst and Asher, 1992).  Therefore, further examination of this 
variable as a possible buffer of ratings of aggression is warranted. 
 Another area of future research is to include measurement of peer beliefs and 
attributional biases of children with high-risk behaviors.  Like attribution biases, 
described previously, peer beliefs are part of the prior fund of knowledge children take 
into situations as described by Crick and Dodge (1994).  Therefore, beliefs that have been 
formed about peers based on prior experiences can then have an effect on the accuracy 
with which that child interprets and recalls social cues during future experiences (Rabiner 
et al., 1993).  In addition to influencing how the child interprets another peer’s behavior 
or intent, peer beliefs can also influence the way in which they respond to that peer 
(MacKinnon-Lewis, Rabiner, & Starnes, 1999).  Children identified as having overt and 
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relational aggression are more prone to negative peer beliefs and hostile attributional 
biases (Dodge, 1980; Dodge & Coie, 1987; Orobio de Castro et al., 2005; Orobio de 
Castro et al., 2002).  As presently studied, peer ratings may not be a “provoking” 
situation that evokes strong emotions and therefore activates an aggressive child’s 
attributional biases.  Future studies might include measures on peer beliefs in order to 
compare how those with and without hostile attributional biases rate the behavior of their 
peers.   
Another line of study to pursue is on the role that self-perceptions may play in 
perceptions of aggression.  Salmivalli, Ojanen, Haanpaa, & Peets (2005) found a positive 
correlation (r = .52, p< .01) between self-perceptions and peer-perceptions in fifth- and 
sixth-graders.  Positive self-perceptions often lead to positive perceptions of others.  
While there were some individual significant correlations between peers and teachers, 
there was no correlation with a child’s own behavioral ratings from teachers.  Rather than 
a child’s own aggression, it may be that self-perceptions may be a contributing variable 
in the disagreement between peer- and teacher-ratings of common school behaviors.   
 While the literature shows that there are, in fact, low to moderate correlations 
between peer- and teacher-ratings, there may be multiple explanations for those findings.  
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of Factor Scores.  
   
                                   
   
                               Overt Aggression          Relational Aggression      Prosocial Behavior 
      
                               Peer            Teacher        Peer            Teacher          Peer      Teacher 
Boys                      .00(.41)       .06(.84)     -.02(.35)         .04(.71)       -.09(.25)   .01(.76)      
Girls                      .08(.50)      -.06(.84)     -.02(.44)        .06(.94)        -.06(.43)  .19(.89) 
 




























Table 2. Items Contributing to Each Factor Score. 
 
Teacher Overt Aggression 
 
3.  This child hits, shoves, or pushes 
6.  This child initiates or gets into physical fights with peers 
9.  This child threatens to hit or to beat up other children 
12. This child tries to dominate or bully peers 
 
Teacher Relational Aggression 
 
2.  When this child is mad at a peer, s/he gets even by excluding the peer from his/her clique/play group 
5.  This child spreads rumors or gossips about some peers 
7.  When angry at a peer, this child tries to get other child to stop playing with the peer or stop liking peer 
10. This child tries to get others to dislike certain peers by telling lies about the peer to others 
11. When mad at a peer, this child ignores the peer or stops talking to the peer 
13. This child threatens to stop being a peer’s friend in order to hurt the peer or to get what s/he wants 
15. This child tries to exclude certain peers from peer group activities 
 
Teacher Prosocial Behavior 
 
1.  This child says supportive things to peers 
4.  This child tries to cheer up peers when they are sad or upset about something 
8.  This child is helpful to peers 
14. This child is kind to peers 
 
Peer Overt Aggression 
 
2.  This child hits or pushes others 
10. This child starts fights with others 
12. This child calls others mean names 
 
Peer Relational Aggression 
 
4.  This child tries to get even at someone by keeping them from being in their group   
6.  This child stops liking someone unless they do what they want 
8.  This child ignores others when mad at them 
11. This child keeps certain classmates from being in their group 
13. This child spreads rumors about other classmates 
 
Peer Prosocial Behavior 
 
1.  This child is a good leader 
3.  This child says or does nice things for other classmates 
5.  This child helps other classmates 
7.  This child seems happy at school 








Table 3. Pearson Correlations Between all Factors by Gender. 
 
 
                                                        
   TeacherOVA     PeerOVA    TeacherRA    PeerRA   TeacherPSBc 
TeacherOVAa  
      Girls                           -----                .65***             .71***        .56**        -.80***    
      Boys                           -----                .18                   .67**          .10            -.41 
PeerOVA 
      Girls                           -----                 ------               .57**          .82***      -.58** 
      Boys                           -----                 ------               .15              .83***      -.00  
TeacherRAb 
      Girls                           -----                 ------                ------          .76***      -.76*** 
      Boys                           -----                 ------                ------          .18             .26       
PeerRA 
      Girls                           -----                 ------                ------            ------       -.64*** 
      Boys                           -----                 ------                ------            ------        .03 
 
 **p<.01, ***p<.001 
aOVA = Overt Aggression 
bRA = Relational Aggression 




















Girls                                                                                 Correlations 
   TeacherOVAa+TeacherRAb//PeerRA                                   .52**                
   TeacherOVA+TeacherRA//TeacherPSBc                            .26 
   PeerOVA+PeerRA//TeacherRA                                         .72***  
   PeerOVA+PeerRA//TeacherPSB                                        .71*** 
 
Boys                                                                                 Correlations 
   TeacherOVA+TeacherRA//TeacherPSB                            .88*** 
   TeacherOVA+TeacherRA//PeerOVA                                .66*                
   PeerOVA+PeerRA//TeacherOVA                                      .83***  
   PeerOVA+PeerRA//TeacherPSB                                        .83*** 
    
Note: Each analysis shows the correlation between the first two variables after controlling 
for the third variable. 
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
aOVA = Overt Aggression 
bRA = Relational Aggression 
































Groups         N            Mean           SD            t           df           p 
OVAa           2             .14               .03           





Groups       N            Mean           SD            t           df           p 
RAc            7            -.33              .50           
N-RAd        8             .02              .68          1.10        13         .29 
 
*Extreme groups were identified by teacher ratings. 
aOVA = Overt Aggression 
bN-OVA = Non-Overt Aggression 
cRA = Relational Aggression 


























Table 6.  Pearson Correlations Between Extreme Group* Ratings. 
 
                                                        
   Teacher OVA     Teacher RA 
Peer OVAa 
      Boys                           -.32                 ------- 
Peer N-OVAb 
      Boys                           -.64                 -------                
Peer RAc 
      Girls                            ------                   .43                
Peer N-RAd       
      Girls                            ------                  -.15                 
 
 *Extreme groups were identified by teacher ratings. 
aOVA = Overt Aggression 
bN-OVA = Non-Overt Aggression 
cRA = Relational Aggression 





























Table 7. Number of Teacher-Rated Children in the Middle rated as Overtly Aggressive or  
Non-Overtly Aggressive by Extreme Groups* within Classrooms-Boys. 
 
 
                                              Middle Children 




 Classroom 2 
     Child D                         3                      3      




Classroom 1                  
    Child A                          1                      1  
Classroom 2 
     Child B                         5                      1  
     Child C                         5                      1 
      
*Extreme groups were identified by teacher ratings.   
aOVA = Overt Aggression 























Table 8.  Number of Teacher-Rated Children in the Middle rated as Relationally 
Aggressive or Non-Relationally Aggressive by Extreme Groups* within Classrooms-
Girls.  
   
                                  
           Middle Children 





 Classroom 1 
     Child I                           1                       1 
     Child J                           1                       1            
 Classroom 2 
     Child K                         0                       3 
     Child L                          0                       3 
     Child M                         0                       3 
 Classroom 3  
     Child N                          0                       3 




Classroom 1                   
    Child A                          0                       2 
    Child B                          0                       2 
    Child C                          0                       2 
Classroom 2 
     Child D                         3                       0   
     Child E                          1                       2 
     Child F                          0                       3 
Classroom 3  
     Child G                         1                       2 
     Child H                         2                       1 
                         
*Extreme groups were identified by teacher ratings. 
aRA = Relational Aggression 
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Note: TOVA = Teacher-Rated Overt Aggression; POVA = Peer-Rated Overt Aggression; 
TRA = Teacher-Rated Relational Aggression; PRA = Peer-Rated Relational Aggression 
 













The following measure was adapted from the Children’s Social Behavior Scale-Peer 
Form and described in: 
Crick, N. R., & Grotpeter, J. K. (1995).  Relational Aggression, Gender, and 
Social-Psychological Adjustment.  Child Development, 66, 710-722. 
 
Subscales: 
Overt Aggression: Items #2, 10, 12 
Relational Aggression: Items #4, 6, 8, 11, 13 
Prosocial Behaviors:  Items #1, 3, 5, 7, 9 
 
Administration Instructions:   
To answer these questions, students will be given a stack of questionnaires to be filled out.  All 
names of same-sex peers to be rated will be filled in prior to administration.  Students answer the 
questions by deciding how often the feel that each child listened on the form displays that 
particular behavior.  They will be informed to place a check in the appropriate box describing the 
frequency of that particular behavior noted on the sheet and based on their perception of each 
child. 
 
Answers to common student questions: 
      If they cannot decide on an answer for a certain item, ask them to think very hard about it while  
      thinking of the student in question.  Encourage them to make their best guess for each child and  
      remind them that there are no right or wrong answers and that all answers will be kept  
      confidential. 
 
Questions and Description to be read aloud for each behavior listed below. 
 
1. Good Leader 
This is a child who other students look up to and try to be like. 
 
2. Hit Others 
This child often hits or pushes others at school. 
 
3. Does Nice Things 
This child often says or does nice things for other classmates. 
 
4. Gets Even   
This child, when mad at a person, gets even by keeping that person from being in their group of 
friends. EXAMPLES:  1) Say your going to a party with some friends, and someone says “lets 
invite some kid”, check yes if this person is someone who would say “I don’t want to invite that 
kid because I’m mad at them”.  2) This person is someone who would say to a kid “I’m going to 
the mall with my friends & you can’t come, because I’m mad at you”. 
 
5. Helps Others 
This child is someone who gives help to those who need it. 
 80 
6. Stops Liking  
This child is someone who lets their friends know that they will stop liking them unless the 
friends do what they want them to do. 
 
7. Seems Happy 
This child is someone who seems to be happy at school. 
 
8. Ignores 
This child is someone who, when they are mad at a person, ignores the person or stops talking to 
them. 
 
9. Cheers Up Other 
This child is someone who tries to cheer up other classmates who are upset or sad about 
something.  They try to make them feel happy again. 
 
10. Starts Fights  
This child is someone who starts or threatens to start physical fights with others. 
 
11. Keeps Out 
This child is someone who tries to exclude or keep certain people from being in their group when 
doing things together (like having lunch in the cafeteria or going to the movies).  EXAMPLES:  
1) Say you are in the cafeteria eating with your friends & someone says, “Lets ask that kid to sit 
with us”.  Check yes if this child would say, “NO, I don’t want that kid to sit with us”.  2) Check 
yes if this child is someone who would say to a kid “I’m going to the movies with my friends & 
you can’t come”. 
 
12. Mean Names 
This child is someone who yells at or calls other classmates mean names. 
 
13. Rumors  
This child is someone who tries to make another kid not like a certain person by spreading 















MY NAME IS:___________________________________ 
CHILD’S CODE # ______________                  TEACHER’S CODE # ______________ 
CIRCLE:   CAUCASIAN    AFRICAN-AMERICAN    LATINO    ASIAN    OTHER     
CIRCLE:  BOY  or  GIRL        
How often does each of the children below show that they are a GOOD LEADER?  
Check the very often box if a child is always a GOOD LEADER OR check the hardly 
ever/never box if a child is never a GOOD LEADER.  If you do not check either of those 
boxes, check the box in the middle showing that a child is sometimes a GOOD LEADER. 
 
CHILD TO BE RATED:    CODE #        VERY OFTEN      SOMETIMES   HARDLY EVER                                               
                                                                 ALWAYS                                                 NEVER 
 
1.                   
 
2.      
 
3.     
 
4.      
 
5.     
 
6.     
 
7.     
 
8.       
 
9.     
 
10.     
 
11.      
 
12.     
 













The following measure was adapted from the Children’s Social Behavior Scale-Teacher 
Form and described in: 
Crick, N. R.  (1996).  The role of overt aggression, relational aggression, and 
prosocial behaviors in the prediction of children’s future social adjustment.  Child 
Development, 67, 2317-2327. 
 
Subscales: 
Overt Aggression: Item # 3, 6, 9, 12 
Relational Aggression: Item # 2, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15 


































Teacher Rating Scale 
 
Teacher’s Name: __________________________      
CHILD TO BE RATED:_____________________ 
Teacher’s Code #: _______   Child’s Code #:_______      
Teacher’s Ethnicity (Circle One):  Caucasian     African-American     Latino     Asian     Other 
Instructions:  Please consider the child listed above and then rate this child on the following 
behavioral descriptions according to what is true for him or her. 
                                                                                                                          Never Almost/Never   Sometimes Frequently   Almost     
                                                                                                                            true          true                  true          true         always true  
                   
1.  This child says supportive things to peers.             1          2              3              4          5      
2.  When this child is mad at a peer, s/he gets 
      even by excluding the peer from his/her               1          2              3              4          5 
      clique or play group. 
3.   This child hits, shoves, or pushes.                         1          2              3              4          5 
4.   This child tries to cheer up peers when they 
      are sad or upset about something.                         1          2              3              4          5 
5.  This child spreads rumors or gossips about 
      some peers.                                                            1          2              3              4          5 
6.  This child initiates or gets into physical  
      fights with peers.                                                   1          2              3              4          5  
7.  When angry at a peer, this child tries to get 
      other child to stop playing with the peer or          1          2              3              4          5 
      to stop liking the peer. 
8.  This child is helpful to peers.                                 1          2              3              4          5 
9. This child threatens to hit or to beat up other 
      children.                                                                 1          2              3              4          5 
10. This child tries to get others to dislike certain 
       peers by telling lies about the peers to others.      1          2              3              4          5 
11. When mad at a peer, this child ignores the 
       peer or stops talking to the peer.                           1          2              3              4          5 
12. This child tries to dominate or bully peers.           1          2              3              4          5 
13. This child threatens to stop being a peer’s 
      friend in order to hurt the peer or to get                1          2              3              4          5 
      what s/he wants from the peer. 
14. This child is kind to peers.                                    1          2              3              4          5           
15. This child tries to exclude certain peers from 
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